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Many have reacted following the death of Nael, the 17-year-old teenager shot dead by a 
policeman yesterday in Nanterre on the sidelines of a traffic check. Players from the French 
soccer team, actor Omar Sy, rapper Rohff and many politicians deplore the death of the young 
driver. As for the Minister of the Interior Gérald Darmanin, he speaks of shocking images. The 
police custody of the officer who opened fire has been extended. According to the policeman, 
the driver of the vehicle supposedly ran him over, but a video, filmed by a witness, contradicts 
this version. An investigation has been opened. 
 
In Nanterre, but also in several municipalities of Île de France, clashes broke out last night 
between groups of young people and the police. About 30 people were arrested and around 20 
police officers injured. As a security measure, 2000 members of the police force will be mobilized 
in the Paris region this evening. 
 
In the rest of the news, Pïotr Pavlenski and his partner tried today in the Benjamin Grivaud case 
for invasion of privacy. The Russian artist with the help of his girlfriend, is accused of having 
broadcast on the internet 3 years ago intimate videos of the former government spokesperson, 
who was at the time in the middle of the campaign to become mayor of Paris. The case had ended 
the political career of Benjamin Grivaud. 
 
And battles continue in Ukraine. Yesterday, a Russian strike hit a restaurant in the center of 
Kramatorsk, resulting in at least 9 deaths and 40 people injured. 
 
It's time to hunt for bargains! The summer sales kicked off this morning. The promotional period 
will run for 4 weeks and end on July 25. 
 
And then today is a crucial day for the Girondins de Bordeaux: The club is currently auditioning 
before the soccer financial police. The DNCG/Bordeaux is struggling to get out of its financial 
difficulties, a year after its relegation to second League. 


